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THE GREAT DIONYSIA AND CIVIC IDEOLOGY 

THERE have been numerous attempts to understand the role and importance of the Great 

Dionysia in Athens, and it is a festival that has been made crucial to varied and important 
characterizations of Greek culture as well as the history of drama or literature.1 Recent 

scholarship, however, has greatly extended our understanding of the formation of fifth-century 
Athenian ideology-in the sense of the structure of attitudes and norms of behaviour2-and this 

developing interest in what might be called a 'civic discourse' requires a reconsideration of the 
Great Dionysia as a city festival. For while there have been several fascinating readings of 

particular plays with regard to the polis and its ideology,3 there is still a considerable need to 

place the festival itself in terms of the ideology of the polis. Indeed, recent critics in a justifiable 
reaction away from writers such as Gilbert Murray have tended rather to emphasize on the one 
hand that the festival is a place of entertainment rather than religious ritual, and on the other 
hand that the plays should be approached primarily as dramatic performances. This results in the 

following type of description: 

For the Athenians the Great Dionysia was an occasion to stop work, drink a lot of wine, eat some 
meat, and witness or participate in the various ceremonials, processions and priestly doings which are 
part of such holidays the world over. It was also the occasion for tragedy and comedy; but I do not see 
any way in which the Dionysiac occasion invades or affects the entertainment.... To put it another 
way, there is nothing intrinsically Dionysiac about Greek tragedy.4 

I hope to show in this article how such a characterization of the Great Dionysia provides a 

fundamentally mistaken view of the festival and its historical context. While there are, for sure, 
certain similarities between the Great Dionysia and religious festivals the world over, I shall 
demonstrate that there are specific ceremonials, processions and priestly doings which form an 
essential and unique context for the production of Greek drama and which do indeed 

importantly affect the entertainment. 
There are two further arguments which often have been linked to the sort of description of 

the festival that Taplin offers. The first is that dramatic criticism should concentrate on the plays 
as pieces for performance-'in action'. I shall be attempting to demonstrate how the 

understanding of a play in performance requires an understanding of the complexities of a 
context for performance which involves more than the technical details of the instantiation of a 

script in the fifth-century theatre. The second argument that has been thought to follow from 
the nature of the Dionysia as described in the more generally read studies is that the requirements 
of performance before a mass audience preclude, or at any rate severely limit, the possibilities of 
complex, problematic or obscure expression in the tragic texts. I shall be arguing that scholars' 

1 
Particularly since Nietzsche's The birth of tragedy 

(on which see M. S. Silk and J. P. Stern, Nietzsche on 
tragedy [Cambridge I98I] especially 90-131). Many 
histories of Greek culture, or elements in Greek culture, 
have extended discussions of tragedy, e.g. E. R. Dodds, 
The Greeks and the irrational (Berkeley I95 ) or B. Snell, 
The discovery of the mind trans. T. Rosenmeyer (Oxford 
I953). I have found especially interesting J.-P. Vernant 
and P. Vidal-Naquet, Myth and tragedy in ancient Greece 
trans. J. Lloyd (Brighton 1981) especially chapters 1-3. 

2 I am thinking especially of the studies of Vernant, 
Vidal-Naquet, Detienne, Loraux and their followers. 
See e.g. J.-P. Vernant, Myth and society in ancient Greece 
trans. J. Lloyd (Brighton 1980), Myth and thought among 
the Greeks (London 1983); P. Vidal-Naquet, Le chasseur 
noir:formes de pensee etformes de societe dans le monde grec 
(Paris 198I); M. Detienne, Les maftres de verite dans la 

grece archaique (Paris I967); M. Detienne and J.-P. 
Vernant, Cunning intelligence in Greek culture and society 
trans. J. Lloyd (Brighton 1978); N. Loraux, L'invention 
d'Athenes (Paris 1981) (hereafter L'invention); Les enfants 
d'Athena (Paris I98I) (hereafter Les enfants). for the 
extensive influence of Vernant in particular, see Arethusa 
xvi I & 2 (I983). 

3 See for example N. Loraux, Les enfants, particularly 
I57-253. F. Zeitlin, Under the sign of the shield: semiotics 
and Aeschylus' Seven against Thebes (Rome 1981) 
particularly 5I-5I. H. Foley, Ritual irony: poetry and 
sacrifice in Euripides (Ithaca 1985). See also S. Goldhill, 
Reading Greek tragedy (Cambridge 1986), especially 
ch. 3. 

4 0. Taplin, Greek tragedy in action (London 1978) 
I62. 
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appeals in their dramatic criticism to criteria of a necessary clarity, simplicity or directness distort 
not only the readings of particular passages or plays, but also the fundamentally questioning or 
agonistic nature of Greek tragedy. This article is not, of course, meant to resuscitate the theories 
of Gilbert Murray and his followers, but rather to aid the understanding of Greek tragedy as a 
social and political phenomenon. 

What happened on the days immediately before the days on which plays were performed is 
the least well known to us and it is also the part of the festival that interests me least for my 
present purposes. I will, however, briefly summarize (with some added comments) Pickard- 
Cambridge's account as emended by Gould and Lewis5 in order to provide a sense of the 
background of the main days of the Dionysia. The first part of the festival may not even be 
regarded as part of the festival-the Eioaycoyin a&rro T-rS EoXdpas.6 This is a reenactment of the 
original advent of Dionysus from Eleutherai. The statue of Dionysus Eleuthereus was taken to a 
temple on the road to Eleutherai, sacrifice was offered there, and then the statue was escorted 
back to the temple. It is interesting to note that second-century inscriptions indicate that the 

leading part in this procession was taken by the ephebes.7 There is, however, no fifth- or fourth- 

century evidence for this-or indeed for the whole rite-and it is perhaps incautious, if 
attractive, to assume that the ephebes played the same major role in fifth-century ceremonial (as 
Pickard-Cambridge assumes). 

The Eicaycoyn TTrro Tr s CEaXapas is followed by the rroirrn,8 which was a great procession 
leading up to the sacrifice in the sacred precinct of Dionysus. In the second century, the sacrifice 
was conducted by the ephebes, as Richard Seaford has recently discussed.9 There is mention also 
of a Kavrp6pos, a bearer of a basket of offerings, and Pickard-Cambridge suggests that colour 
and show were particularly important in making this a glorious occasion. The iTroTrri was 
perhaps followed by a KCOlIos of which next to nothing is clearly known, even if, indeed, the 
KCOIA.OS should be taken as separate from the TrojiTr0l? and the singing of choruses, the 
dithyrambic competitions which also took place at the Great Dionysia.11 For example, the 
famous inscription sometimes called 'Fasti' (IG ii2 2318) with its list of victors etc. appears to 
refer to the festival in general as KCA)I01 OITC Atovacy.12 

There is also a preparatory day for the festival on which a Proagon was held. After 444 it was 
held in the Odeion, but it is not known where or if it was held before that date.13 Numerous 
documents hint at what happened in the Proagon and an interesting account of the Proagon for 
the Lenaia is to be found in Plato's Symposium (I94aff). It would appear that each poet mounted a 
temporary platform with his actors and chorus, and announced the subject of the plays he was 
about to present in the competition. It would also appear from Plato that this might be thought 
of as something of an ordeal, and a nice anecdote in the Life of Euripides relates that shortly after 
the death of Euripides Sophocles appeared for the Proagon in mourning and his performers were 
without their customary garlands. The people observing burst into tears. The question of the 
relative dates of these various ceremonials is extremely vexed and I have nothing to add to 
Gould's and Lewis' necessary corrections to Pickard-Cambridge (augmented by Pelekedis14 and 
Allen 15 who sets out clearly the evidence particularly with regard to the comedies). 

It is what happens in the theatre itself before the plays, however, that is my main concern, 

5 A. Pickard-Cambridge The dramatic festivals of 1946) I65-74 assumes in his description of the festival. 
Athens2 (Oxford I968) 58 if. 11 It is suggested plausibly (Pickard-Cambridge 

6 See Pickard-Cambridge (n. 5) 59-61, with biblio- [n. 5] 74-9) that the Dithyrambic competition took 
graphy (especially 6i n. I). place in the two days before the dramas. 

7 IG ii2 1028, IG ii2 1008. The earliest reference to 12 See Pickard-Cambridge (n. 5) 71-3, IOI-4. 
this is I27-6 BC (SEG xv 104). 13 See (contra Miiller) Pickard-Cambridge (n. 5) 68. 8 See Pickard-Cambridge (n. 5) 6I-3. A second- 14 C. Pelekedis, Histoire de l'ephebie attique (Paris 
century inscription (IG ii2 1006) separates the eicaycoyil i962), especially appendix 3, 301-6. 
and the Troplr-rf. 5 . T. Allen, On the program of the City Dionysia 

9 R. Seaford, CQ xxxi (I981) 252-75. during the Peloponensian War, U. Cal. Publ. in Class. Phil. 
o1 As G. Thomson Aeschylus and Athens2 (London xii 3 (1938) 35-42. (odn xii 3 (1938) 35-42. 
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and I want to look in particular at four specific moments of ceremony that are rarely discussed or 
even mentioned in the context of tragedy.16 The evidence for the first comes from Plutarch's life 
of Cimon (Cim. 8.7-9): 

TrpCo)TlV yap SiSavcKaiaTv TOU ocpoKAEous ?TI v0ou KaNOVTOS, 'Aeylpicov 6 apxc)ov, (pIlOVE1KiKaS oUacrlS 
Kai TrapaTdaEOS TCOV OeCvaToV, KPITXS |PEV OUK 6KkpWCaE TOU &aycvos, cbO 8E KipCov IETa TCOV 
ovJuTpaTiYCo ?AV TTpoeA Sov Ei TO OcOTpOV lTaOjICaTO TC) e6e -rC S veVOpaC5vJI vas Covrov6sS, OUfK a9piKEV 
auTOVS derreAOTv, &AAV OpKCc'acS fvdayKacr KaOicali Kai KpiVal &?Ka OVTraS, aTro 9uAvs pidaS EKaaCTOv. 6 
pE Ov o ayov Kai S6d TO TrV KplTCrV dCilcopa TrlV 9ploTrliiav -nrrEpepaXe. 

When Sophocles, still a young man, entered the lists with his first plays, Apsephion the Archon, 
seeing that the spirit of rivalry ran high among the spectators, did not appoint judges of the contest as 
usual by lot, but when Cimon and his fellow-generals advanced into the theatre and made the 
customary libation to the god, he would not suffer them to depart, but forced them to take the oath 
and sit as judges, being ten in all, one from each tribe. So, then, the contest because of the unusual 
dignity of the judges, was more animated than ever before. 

Plutarch describes how in 468 the archon by a bold stroke set aside the regular procedure in 
the theatre by appointing the generals as judges. Pickard-Cambridge notes that the probable 
point in the proceedings wasjust before the performances of the tragedies when thejudges were 
about to be chosen.17 What the passage indicates is that the libations before the tragedies were 
poured by the ten generals. The nature of the offerings is unclear-vEvopciaiaivas, 'customary', is 
the only description we have-but it is interesting that for the beginning of the tragic festival's 
days of drama it is the ten most powerful military and political leaders, the strategoi, who were 
actively involved before the whole city. A fourth-century inscription (IG ii2 1496) confirms that 
the generals were involved religiously in the dramatic festivals, but also suggests that the number 
of occasions in the calendar on which all the generals acted together in such a way were very 
few-no more than four occasions are attested for any one year-and usually it is for some 
occasion more obviously linked to their civic functions. The inscription mentions, for example, 
offerings to SrToKpaTia, to Eipilvrl, and to ayal6 T'UXfl.18 On the major state occasion of the 
Great Dionysia it is, then, the most influential and important representatives of the state who are 
involved in the opening religious ceremony. 

The second element of ceremonial can be seen directly in a scholion to Aristophanes' 
Acharnians (ad 504): 

Eis Tcr AlovU'ia ETrTaoKTO 'AOlva' E KOJES1V 'Ta rrrAeiS TOVS q6pouS, cbO EUr-roXis Plcav iv OAEcaiv. 

In the Great Dionysia, the tribute of the cities of the Athenian empire was brought into the 
theatre. This ceremonial is outlined in more detail by Isocrates (de Pace 82): 

OUTCO yap aKplpcos eXplsaKov E cbv &vOpcav rol aT'Al?aT &v PlCatriOEie, Ca-rT' yTipicravTO TO 
TrEpItyyv61O Evov TCOV q(opc)v apyupiov, SiEAoVTEs KaTa TocAaVTOV, ?iS TilV OPX1lcaTpaV Tros Aiovuocrois 
eicrqpEpiv ETE16iv -rrXfApeS 

t TO O'aTpov' Kai TOrOT' TrOiOUV, Kai TrapEtcrfiyov TOUS TrarTSaS TOV Ev Tr) 
TrroAE,c TETEAETTIKO6TCOV, aljPOTErpois ETrlISEKVuOVTES TOlS peV OaUppaXOis TaS TIp,aS TTIS oUCias 

16 There is no mention of these ceremonies in Taplin overall effects of the festival. 
(n. 4), Vernant and Vidal-Naquet (n. i), nor, for 17 Pickard-Cambridge (n. 5) 95-6. 
example, in P. Arnott An Introduction to the Greek theatre 18 The fragmentary state of the inscription makes 
(London I959), A. Lesky, Greek Tragedy trans. H. A. certainty here finally impossible. There is for example a 
Frankfort, (London I965), and, most recently, M. J. surprising reference in one year (333 Bc) to a sacrifice by 
Walton, The Greek sense of theatre (London I984). They the generals at the temple of Ammon. It is not known 
are mentioned briefly without any analysis by H. L. when or why Ammon became part of state religion in 
Baldry, The Greek tragic theatre (London I98i) 27, and Athens, but Foucart, noting this inscription and the 
Loraux, L'invention 26-3 discusses the orphans briefly name Ammonias given to a sacred galley as mentioned 
in terms of the ephebeia but not in terms of the theatre. P in Aristotle Ath . Pol. 6I, suggests that 333 was the year 
Cartledge, in Greek religion and society ed. P. E. of the inauguration of the temple of Ammon in Athens, 
Easterling and J. V. Muir (Cambridge 1985), briefly and hence the sacrifice by the generals: P. Foucart, REG 
mentions the possible political significance of three of vi (I893) 6-7, and see SIG' 580. the ceremonials, but does not consider the plays, or the 
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OCUTCOV UTrO po0COTCov EicapEpopkvrSl, TOTs 6' &AXolS "EATrial T6O -rfeOoS TCOV opqavCv Kai TaS 

auCpoparS TaS T8a T#V TrXEOVEgiav TaCUT1TV Y1YVOpgvaS. Kai Tat/TOC spcovTES aUVToi -re T?IV TrOAIv 

E'SaipovlgOV... E? 6alpOv30v ... 

'For so exactly did they gauge the actions by which human beings incur the worst odium that they 
passed a decree to divide the funds derived from the tributes of the allies into talents and to bring it on 
to the stage, when the theatre was full, at the festival of Dionysus; and not only was this done but at the 
same time they led in upon the stage the sons of those who had lost their lives in the war, seeking thus 
to display to our allies, on the one hand, the value of their own property which was brought in by 
hirelings, and to the rest of the Hellenes, on the other, the multitude of the fatherless and the 
misfortunes which result from this policy of aggression. And in so doing they counted the city happy.' 

Here, following Raubitschek's generally accepted analysis,19 it is evident from the opening 
sentence that the tribute was divided into talents and displayed in the orchestra.20 Isocrates' 
rhetorical use of this event is interesting, however. As Pearson comments, 'Isocrates deplores the 

aselgeia of their ancestors in having the tribute publicly presented at the Dionysia'.21 Such a 

ceremony, Isocrates claims, was a precise way to become hated by other people. This 

presumably was not the actual aim of such an event. Rogers comments in his edition of the 
Acharnians 'the tribute brought by the allies was spread out talent by talent over the theatrical 
orchestra in the sight of the assembled Hellenes',22 that is, the display was not just a piece of 

pomp and splendour, nor as Isocrates rhetorically supposes, to show how the Athenians valued 
the property of the allies. Rather, it was a demonstration before the city and its many 
international visitors of the power of the polis of Athens, its role as force in the Greek world. It 
was a public display of the success in military and political terms of the city. It used the state 
festival to glorify the state. 

That this ceremony involved such a projection of self-image, such a projection of power, 
may be hinted at in Aristophanes' Acharnians 496 ff: 

At. pq pot 9povarnT' a&vpES ol OECoJEvoI, 
El 1TTCoXOS oV ?EITEIT EV 'A0rVvaiois Ayeiv 
pEAAco TrEpi T's TroAECOS, Tpuycp6iav lTOIcoV. 

TO yap 8iKaiov oT6E Kai Tpuyc)8pia. 
EyCO SE AEtCo 6EIva pEv 5iKala 5E. 

ou yap ps vUv yE siapaaET KAEcov OTI 

EvcoAv wrapOvTcov T'rV wirOiv KCK6OS AEyco. 

at/Toi yap EITHEV OuTi Aorvaic T aycbv, 
KOVUWCO ?EVOI TrapEtativ OUTE yap p6pot 
TKOUCVIV OUT ?K TCOV wTOAECOV oi0 uppaxot' 

&Ax' ECoaEv aUrToi vUv yE 7TEPItETrTiopEVOI 

TOUS yap J.EEToi[KOUS cxupa TCOV a&rTAv Ayco 

Dikaiopolis is preparing to speak to the city as city, to stiaCKKEt Tvrv wTrOiv. He goes on 'For 
now at any rate Cleon won't slander me, that I foul-mouth the city when there are xenoi present. 
For we're just ourselves and it is the Lenaian contest, and there are no strangers here yet. For the 
tribute hasn't arrived, and the allies are away from the city'. Unlike the Great Dionysia, the 
Lenaia is a more private affair. Unlike the Great Dionysia, there's no tribute, no allies, no 
problem about speaking home truths to the city. 

A further passage from the Acharnians makes this example seem less straightforward. The 
chorus-also speaking to the city as city-remark in the parabasis (641 f): 

19 A. Raubitschek, TAPA lxxii (I94I) 356-62. in leather bags, similar to those seen in an extant 
20 Raubitschek (n. 19) 358-9 (referring to B. D. fragment of a relief that surmounted a decree concern- 

Merritt, Documents on Athenian tribute [Cambridge ing the collection of Athenian tribute. 
I937] 50, n. 3) goes so far as to suggest that each talent 21 L. Pearson, CP xxxvi (1941) 228. 
was carried in a terracotta vessel of the sort known to 22 B. B. Rogers, The Archarnians of Aristophanes 
have been used to store and transport money, or perhaps (London 1910 ) 76. 
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TaUTa 'roriacras 'rroAXXcv &ayacov a'tnos u0Cv yEYEvriTai, 
Kai -ro0s qpOUS o v -rais rr6AEcrav SEitaS cb 86lpOKpaorouvTal. 
TOlyapTro vUv ? K T'rV 'rrOXEV V pv oppov vpTv &TrayOVTES 

ftovUC v il18V ET?OeT)o0iVTESS T'V wTOl'lTtIV TOV &plITooV, 
o-rTS nrrapEKIvSUvEuC' EIT'rT'v Av 'AOrlvaotos -ra SiKaa. 

OUTC-ro 8' aTOU r'Epl TTIS TO-6XlpTS f8rl 6rr6ppco Ko0oS 1fKEi, 
OTE Kai paaClIEu AaKESaipovicov T'V TrpEapiciav paOcavi3cov 
ipcbTTTCEV TpCOrTa piv aJTroJ Tr rOTEpOL TaIS VaCul KpCTOUT0aV, 

EiTar SE TOoV TOV TroiTrlTV TEOTEpoUS EiTTOI KCKO 'TrroXA&' 

-TOrTOUS yap E{prl TrOUS devOpporous wroXA pEATious yE?y?Evjio0a 
Kai TC rTO?;c4pC TroXA VIKTavItV TOUTOV iiUppouvov EXovraS. 

Again the subject of the speech is the opportunity and license to speak out freely in the 

democracy. The allies bringing the tribute are said to come because they want to see the best 

poet-the one who's prepared to speak out rTa SiKala among the Athenians. The Persian King, 
indeed, in order to test the Spartan embassy would want to know who had the best navy and 
who had the best . .. poet for speaking KaKa& roXAA against the city. 'That's what gives strength 
for fighting'. It is always difficult to evaluate the balance ofjoke and serious comment even in the 

parabasis of an Aristophanic play, but it is interesting that once more Aristophanes seems to be 

defending the right to free and scurrilous speech, and once more the context for his defence is the 
occasion of the Great Dionysia when all the xenoi are there. Many passages from Aristophanes 
and elsewhere could be used to show the commonplace that poets are the educators of the 
citizens-les maitres de verite, as Detienne puts it-but these two passages suggest a more 

specific awareness of the connection of the Great Dionysia, the ceremony of bringing in tribute 
in the presence of the xenoi, with the city on display, the city aware of its role and image as 
international power. 

This ceremonial moreover can have been introduced only at a relatively late date-after the 
transfer of the treasury from Delos-and it shows how with the development of Athenian 
democracy the power of the polis as such becomes increasingly emphasized in public ritual and 

display. (The ceremonials I am discussing are not merely organizational relics from an earlier 

era.) The public funeral of the war dead and the establishment of the casualty list stelai which I 
will discuss below, also appear to have been introduced no earlier than the 470s.23 In both cases, 
the development of civic ideology is seen in the development of ritual. 

The third moment of ceremonial I want to discuss is also clearly linked to the authority of 
the polis. Before the tragedies the names of those men who had greatly benefited Athens in some 

way were read out in front of the whole city, and the honours that had been bestowed on them 
in the form of a crown or garland were specified. It was a great honour to be singled out in this 

way before the city, but a passage from Demosthenes, where such crown giving is being 
discussed, suggests a different kind of reasoning behind such a ceremony (De Cor. I20): 

aA?a -rpoS OE? v OVTC cKatOCS T Kai &Vaia'OrTos, AiaXivT, cOaT oU SUvaaai XoyiaaaOai OTI TCO) PV 

CnT?paVOu|ivcp TOV aIuTOV ?X?1 3qAov 0 acecpavos o-rrou av avapprOi, TOU 8E T EOV CTEaVOUVTCOV EIVEKa 

UvupEpOVTOS ev TCO eE?rTpcp yiyVETai TO Kr|puypa; oi yap &KOUcaVTES &TraVTEs ?iS TO TrOTE?V EU TTV 

TrOAiv TrpoTpETrovTal, Kai TOUS arro8l6vTas TTnV xapiv IaAov 6-raivouai TOU aTE?aVOu1?VOu 
siO6Trp TOV v6Opov TOoTOV 'r Tlo6Xis y?ypaqev. 

But, really now, are you so unintelligent and blind, Aeschines, that you are incapable of reflecting 
that a crown is equally gratifying to the person crowned wheresoever it is proclaimed, but that the 
proclamation is made in the Theatre merely for the sake of those by whom it is conferred? For the 

23 On the date of the E-TITro101 AOyoi and public questioned by D. W. Bradeen, CQ xix (I969) I45-59. 
grave stelai, see C. W. Clairmont, Patrios nomos: public In general, see also R. Stupperich, Staatsbegrdbnis und 
burial in Athens during the fifth and fourth centuries BC Privatesgrabmal im klassischen Athen (Diss. Westfilische 
(London I983) I6-45; Loraux, L'invention 28 if. F. Wilhelms-Universitit zu Miinster I977). 
Jacoby, JHS lxiv (I944) 37-66 has been tellingly 
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whole vast audience is stimulated to do service to the city, and applauds the exhibition of gratitude 
rather than the recipient; and that is the reason why the state has enacted this statute. 

The whole audience is stimulated by such a ceremony to do service to the polis. The ceremony is 
'pour encourager les autres'. Indeed, Demosthenes suggests further that the audience is actually 
applauding the exhibition of thanks rather than the person being crowned: Kal T-roS 
a&rroti6vrTa TV-rv Xcptiv &AAXov e'rraivouol TOU crrTEavcoAvoU. Demosthenes' rhetoric appeals 
here to a fundamental and well-known tenet of democratic ideology, namely, that a man acts 
and should act to benefit the city; so the individual himself and his success are not what are 

important but it is the city recognizing and thanking a contribution to the city that is enacted in 
such a ceremony. For Demosthenes, this ceremony of announcing the names of civic benefactors 
is fundamentally connected to a projection and promotion of civic duties and civic self-image. 

If Demosthenes' rhetoric appeals to the fervour of democratic ideology, a long argument in 
Aeschines (Against Ktesiphon 41-56) hints at ways in which this ceremony was sometimes less 

straightforward and that vying for this honour, as for others, was something that the Athenians 

competed in vigorously. Aeschines argues at length both on the technicalities of the laws of 

giving a crown in the theatre, and also on the possible justification of the specific case of 
Demosthenes receiving a crown, but none the less, like Demosthenes, he takes it for granted that 
the announcement of the crown before the people in the theatre is closely connected with the 

authority and status of the demos, and moreover, that the presentation was 'before all the 
Hellenes', EvaVTnov arTavTcov TrC)V 'EAXivcov (43.8; cf. 49.3). Even with allowance for the 
rhetorical overkill in Aeschines' speech (against Demosthenes as much as against Ktesiphon, of 

course) and the specific technicalities of his argument, it is clear that this ceremony was perceived 
as an important public occasion. The proclamation of the names of those who had benefited the 
city is another way of asserting the ties, connections and duties between individuals and the city. 
Above all it stresses the moral and social imperative of doing good for the city as a key way of 
defining behaviour in the democratic polis. 

The fourth ceremonial aspect of the tragic festival is also closely linked to the civic ideology 
of the Athenian democratic polis. Again, the orators provide an important insight into the 
occasion. The first piece of evidence is again Isocrates de Pace 82, the passage quoted earlier. 
Isocrates says that the children of those who died in war were brought on stage. This, he says, 
was to show the other Greeks how many orphans and what disasters resulted from a policy of 
aggression. The de Pace is, as its title suggests, something of an anti-imperialist, anti-war tract, 
and there can be few better examples of a misrepresentative use of a past historical event to 
further a rhetorical argument. For as we will see, the ideology of this event may imply a quite 
different attitude from that of Isocrates.24 I wrote 'past historical event' because as is clear from a 
fascinating passage of Aeschines, this ceremony was already no longer performed by the time of 
the speech Against Ktesiphon (330 BC): 

TiS y&p OUK av &aXycaEwv avOpco-rros "EAXXrv Kail 'rraSEuEiS EXEuOEpicoS, aVqavroidES ?v T-) OEaTrpcp 
EKEIVO yE, Ei prn68EV T?-EpOV, OTI TarUT1 TTOTE T fiprp,a pE6OVTcv COTvrEp vuvi TCOV Tpayc)6ov yiyvEcrOal, 
OT' EUVOpETTo pa&Aov f wTrOrIS Kal pET-rioal TpooaToas ?Xp1-To, wTpoEAOdv 6 KnepU Kai iTopac-'rT'a- 
!Evos Trops Op9avoUS COv oi 01 Tap?ES lcaav ?V TC') 7Toplcp, TETEXEUT1rK6-TES, VEaViacKOUS TwavorAia 
KEKOarllPVOUS, EKITIPUTTE TO KaOXXAATOV KTlpUyv a Kai TrpoTpETrTTKcbTaTov Trpos apETTIV, OTr TOUcSE 
TOus VESavicKOUS, V oi TraTEPES ETEXr1aUTTca V TV TrO AE.C)p &avSpEs ayaeol YEVO'6EVOt, p?Xpl p?V Pf nS 
?6 8npoS ETp?epE, vuvi &S KaOo'iacracrS Ti8e T r o'rXia, &qircrtiv &cyacXi TfOr( Tp?ETreOa 'rrl r& 
AauTcov, Kai KaAET EiS TrpoE8piav. TOT' p?V TaOT' ?K1lpuTrev, 63' o0u vUv. 

For what Greek nurtured in freedom would not mourn as he sat in the theatre and recalled this, if 
24 See for discussion and bibliography, e.g. P. the fifth-century polis), the construction of the meaning 

Harding CSCA vi (I973) I37-49. Isocrates' treatment of the ceremonials depends also on the viewer. The 
of the ceremonial is particularly important in emphasiz- relations of individuals in and to an ideology cannot be 
ing that while one may talk of the expected norms of an considered as necessarily determined or univocal. 
ideology, (even in the complex, developing world of 
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nothing more, that once on this day, when as now the tragedies were about to be performed, in a time 
when the city had better customs and followed better leaders, the herald would come foward and 
place before you the orphans whose fathers had died in battle, young men clad in the panoply of war; 
and he would utter that proclamation so honourable and such an incentive to valour: 'These young 
men, whose fathers showed themselves brave men and died in war, have been supported by the state 
until they have come of age; and now clad thus in full armour by their fellow citizens, they are sent out 
with the prayers of the city, to go each his way; and they are invited to seats of honour in the theatre.' 
Such was the proclamation then, but not today. 

This passage of Aeschines-as rhetorical as Isocrates, for sure-gives us, however, a much 
clearer view of what happened and of its relation to the expected norms of a civic discourse. The 

young men whose fathers were recognized as heroes of the city because they had died in 
battle,24b were brought up and educated at the expense of and by the city. Now that they have 
reached the end of maintained childhood, they are paraded in full military uniform, again 
provided by the demos; and they are sent forth to whatever good fortune they may find, and are 
honoured with special places in the theatre. The herald proclaimed what the city had done for 
the boys and what as men they would do for the city. 

Each of the four ceremonials which opened the days of the tragedies in the Great Dionysia, 
then, is closely linked to a sense of the authority and dignity of the polis. But before I turn to 
consider the relations between these ceremonials and the tragedies, I want to focus briefly on the 

parade of orphans, a ritual which seems to have flourished with democracy and disappeared at 
the time when the certain evidence for the institution of the ephebeia itself starts to appear. For it 
is certainly possible to specify in considerably more detail the way in which this ceremonial 
relates to civic ideology; and such analysis will be important for our understanding of the festival 
and its plays. 

I begin with the well-known statement of Vernant, recently quoted by Lloyd-Jones in his 
discussion of Artemis and the transition from girlhood to womanhood: 'Marriage is to a girl 
what war is to a boy'.25 Marriage and childbirth provide the telos of a woman's life when she is 
clearly and completely separated from the male sphere and she adopts the role by which she is 
essentially defined.26 In the word yuvv] it is difficult to separate the senses of woman and wife. 
For the man, the telos is to stand in the hoplite rank as a fully accepted citizen.27 It is a moment 
by which his role in society is essentially defined. It is the parallels in achievement between 
childbirth and fighting that give a peculiar force to Medea's famous remark that she would 
rather stand in the battle-line three times than give birth once.28 

The parallels between war and marriage as states defining male and female roles in society 
have been discussed at length by Vernant, Vidal-Naquet, Loraux and others.29 I want in 
particular to look here at the notion of war and fighting as the role into which a man is initiated. 
Now cross-cultural parallels for initiations connected with fighting and manhood are 
numerous.30 The notions of first blood, first kill and taking up a role with a specifically male 

24b On av86peS &yaoi yevo6Evoi, see Loraux L'inven- (ed.), Problemes de la guerre en grece ancienne (Paris I968), 
tion s.v. 'agathoi', especially 99-IOI. and the sensible comments ofJ. K. Davies, Democracy 25 J._p. Vernant Myth and society in ancient Greece and classical Greece (Hassocks 978) 3I if. 
(Brighton 1980) 23, quoted by H. Lloyd-Jones,JHS ciii 28 Medea 250-I. See the excellent study of N. 
(I983) 99. Loraux, 'Le lit, la guerre', L'homme xxi I (I98I) 37-67. 

26 See Vernant (n. 25) 19-70. See also e.g. F. Zeitlin, 29 See e.g. the works cited in n. 25, n. 26, n. 27. 
Arethusa xv (I982) 129-57. For interesting collections of 30 A vast bibliography could be given. A. Van 
essays on this and related topics, see H. Foley, (ed) Gennep, Les rites de passage (Paris I908) remains 
Reflections of women in antiquity (London, Paris, New standard. For a standard case study (and further 
York I982); Arethusa vi (I973) and xi (I978); A. bibliography on cross cultural parallels), see V. W. 
Cameron and A. Kuhrt (edd) Images of women in Turner, Theforest ofsymbols (Ithaca, N.Y. I967) and The 
antiquity (London and Melbourne I983). A good ritual process (Rochester I969). For the classical material, 
general introduction isJ. P. Gould,JHS c (I980) 38-59. see H. Jeanmaire, Couroi et Couretes (Lille 1939); A. 
I have discussed this material with regard to tragedy in Brelich, Paides e Parthenoi (Rome I969); C. Calame, Les 
Goldhill (n. 3) ch. 5. choeurs de jeunesfilles en Grece archaique (Rome I977). 

27 See Vernant (n. 25) I9-70; see alsoJ.-P. Vernant 
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group of hunters or fighters occur again and again. But the culture of fifth-century Athens offers 
a particularly interesting view of a changing attitude to warfare. The Homeric warrior is a man 
who fights primarily as an individual, for his KAEOS. When he meets or challenges another 
warrior, the exchanging of names and boasts, the named catalogues of victims in an aristeia, point 
to the connection of individual military prowess and the perpetuation of an individual's KAeos. 
The hero is supreme. The narrative of the Iliad revolves around the claims of KAEos and TipI', 
Achilles' need for T-ripi, the external, visible signs of KAEos and KUSoS, that makes him withdraw 
from the battle. It is an essential dynamic of the Iliad's tragic force that Achilles, the best of the 
Achaeans, is also the one who takes the logic of a heroic ethos to an extreme in that he is prepared 
knowingly to go to his death, to choose an early death, in part at least in order to perpetuate an 
everlasting KAeOS. The notion of single combat, a hierarchy of warriors, the search for the 
perpetuation of a name are essential structurings of the heroic ethos of the Homeric poems. 

The Homeric poems remained throughout the fifth century in a position of considerable 
authority. Despite the attacks of Xenophanes, say, or from a different viewpoint Stesichorus, 
Plato's judgement of Homer as the best and most divine of the poets remained the commonest 
aesthetic and moral evaluation.31 Indeed, Plato's hostility to the poets is to a large degree due to 
the status of authority held by poets as teachers or controllers of knowledge-the role which 
Plato wishes to appropriate for philosophy alone. But one of the most striking points of tension 
between the poetry of Homer and its use in the fifth century is in the sphere of military values. 
Of course, certain standards are retained: appeals to bravery, strength, courage, apETTr as military 
values are as common in fifth- and fourth-century generals' mouths as they are in Homeric 
leaders' speeches. But the invention and dominance of the hoplite phalanx introduce a new series 
of values also. For the nature of the phalanx requires not individual expression of prowess but the 
values of group co-operation. The phalanx is only as strong as its weakest member-a phalanx 
broken is easily routed and destroyed. Unlike the Homeric view of the Trojan war where so 
much of the fate of both sides depends on the behaviour of its strongest individuals, Achilles and 
Hector, in warfare dominated by the hoplite phalanx, it is as a group that the phalanx fights and 
wins and loses. It would be a banal view of cultural change-indeed, it would be simply false- 
to suggest that there are no signs of co-operative or group ethics in Homer. Similarly, it is quite 
incorrect to suppose that desire for individual honour disappears in the fifth and fourth 
century.32 But it is also the case that the qualities required of a fighting man are channelled in a 
different direction in fifth-century Athens and are given a different emphasis. What is more, 
these different requirements of military involvement are closely linked to the idea of the 
democratic polis as well as its history. For in the fifth century the army is truly a citizen army. To 
be a citizen one must play one's role in the hoplite rank and to take one's place in the hoplite rank 
one must be a citizen. When Vernant says that war is an essential determinant of a man's role in 
society, in part he is referring to the way in which citizenship and military values are inherently 
intertwined in fifth-century Athens. Moreover, as Finley writes, there were very few years and 
almost no years in succession without some military engagements for Athens in particular.33 
When war was debated by the citizens in the assembly, it was debated by the men who would 
follow the decision into battle. The involvement of Athenians in war and military values is not 
only deeply embedded in the myths and stories told as exempla, but in the actual running of the 
city. 

One of the most interesting recent works on this connection of Athenian military values and 
the democratic polis is Loraux's L'invention d'Athenes (Paris 198I). In this exhaustive study of 
funeral orations, she has superbly illuminated both a major state event and the way the Greeks 
conceptualized the city and a person's involvement in it. I want briefly to use some of Loraux's 
findings to outline some further aspects of Athenian ideas of military service, because the funeral 

31 Plato Ion 53ob9-Io. See Detienne (n. 2), and the time of Plato and Aristotle (Oxford 1974) 229-34. 
Goldhill (n. 3) especially ch. 6. 33 M. I. Finley, Politics in the ancient world (Cam- 32 See the comments of K. Dover, Popular morality in bridge 1983) 60. 



speech as an institution offers a fascinating comparison with the tragic festival.34 The Funeral 
Speech for those who had died in war was delivered yearly by a man appointed by the state and, 
of course, for the first year of the Peloponesian war the speaker was Pericles. The speech was 
delivered specifically for those who had died fighting for the city. The ceremony involved a 
procession, and then the speech at the burial site. What is particularly interesting is the content of 
the speech itself, and the restrictions apparently surrounding the event. Individual rites and 
offerings were allowed on the two days before the speech, but on the day of burial, everyone, 
citizens and foreigners, men and women together followed a line of wagons in which the bones 
of the dead were arranged tribe by tribe. At the cemetery the speaker addresses the crowd, but he 
does not deliver what one might at first expect from a funeral speech. For the subject of the 
speech is not exactly the glories and valour of the men who died, but rather the glories of the city 
itself. Indeed, the names of those who have fallen are not even mentioned. The speech glorifies 
the city and, as I earlier quoted Demosthenes saying, it is a way of applauding the act of giving 
thanks rather than applauding the individuals. The most famous example of a funeral speech is 
Pericles' in Thucydides, and this speech has certainly been used again and again to explain, prove 
or determine Athenian attitudes to their city. For Pericles' speech concentrates on the glories of 
the city of Athens-in the first year of the war which will destroy the city's power. Thucydides' 
placing of that particular speech in that particular place in the narrative of Athens' rise and fall is 
certainly a composition of rhetorical artfulness by the historian, but it also helps us formulate a 
sense of the important change of attitude with regard to fighting. For now men are said to fight 
not for individual KAeos nor for the perpetuation of their names through the retelling of acts of 
individual prowess. Now fighting is for the city. One may fight to free a land, to protect homes, 
women, children, as in Homer, but success is measured in terms of the city's fortunes, and each 
individual's success is subsumed to the TivXrI of the city. So in the Funeral Speech it is the city that 
is discussed and a citizen's role in democracy. Pericles' soldiers are a class, a group, not 
individuated. Military values are separated from individuals and individualism. No names are 
given in a funeral speech-the reverse of Homeric name-filled battle narratives, where there are 
no anonymous heroes. 

Closely linked with the development of the r7TTapiot Ao6yoi and the public burial of the war 
dead, however, is the establishment of the Athenian casualty list stelai, which certainly must 
qualify the sense of the anonymity of the democratic war dead.35 Although it is at present 
impossible to discover the precise chronological connection between the institution of the public 
funeral address and the erection of the casualty lists (except that the address is probably a later 
innovation),36 scholars are generally agreed that as with the funeral oration 'erecting of casualty 
lists ... is contemporary with the rise of Athenian democracy'.37 These lists certainly record the 
names of those who die for the city but here too in a fascinating way we can see the influence of 
civic ideology. For the individual names are given in lists according to the Cleisthenic tribal 
divisions, without patronymic, without demotic, without, in other words, the normal markers 
of a Greek male's position in society.38 Loraux writes: 'La liste officielle proclame l'egalite de 

34 I am aware that in the available space I will not be see Clairmont (n. 23) 250 n. I7. For the important role 
able to do justice to the subtlety of Loraux's argument of the Marathon victors and their memorial see 
or the wealth of her material. Since Loraux, a further Clairmont (n. 23) o10 f, and particularly Loraux L'inven- 
long study in English has been published-Clairmont tion s.v. 'Marathon' especially I57-73. For contrasting 
(n. 23)-which sets out the evidence usefully but lacks views on the reference to Marathon in Thuc. ii 35, see 
Loraux's grasp of the issues. For a good correction of H. Konishi, AJPh ci (I980) 35 ff, especially n. I9; and M. 
Clairmont on Herms, see R. Osborne, PCPS xxxi Ostwald, Nomos and the beginnings of Athenian democracy 
(1985) 47-73. (Oxford 1969) 175. 35 For descriptions of these stelai, see in particular 37 Clairmont (n. 23) 20. 
Bradeen (n. 23); Clairmont (n. 23) 46-59; also D. W. 38 See N. Loraux, 'Mourir devant Troie, tomber 
Bradeen, Hesperia xxxiii (I964) 16-62; and Hesperia pour Athenes: de la gloire du heros a l'idee de la cite' in 
xxxvi (I967) 32I-8; and Hesperia xxxvii (I968) 237-40. La mort, les morts dans les anciennes societes eds. G. Gnoli 
Loraux L'invention 31 ff has an interesting discussion. and J.-P. Vernant (Cambridge and Paris I982) 28. 

36 See Thuc. ii 35. For bibliography on the question, 
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tous les citoyens Atheniens... les citoyens disparus n'ont-ils pas d'autre statut que celui 
d'Atheniens.'39 There are, it must be added, certain titles which appear very occasionally in these 
lists, but even these are only military, civic roles such as strategos, trierarchos, taxiarchos etc.40 The 
casualty lists show how the democratic egalitarian ethos attempts to 'integrer les valeurs 
aristocratiques de la gloire',41 in that each man is offered a degree of immortal KXEOS, but at the 
same time the values of democratic collectivity and the primacy of the city are stressed in a new 
form of memorial. As Thucydides says, 'We do not need the praises of a Homer' (2.41); the city 
provides its own honours. The institution of the public funeral speech, the collective memorial 
of those who died for the city, mark most clearly the shifts in military ideology from Homer to 
the fifth-century democratic polis. 

The importance of the duties, obligations and affiliations between individuals and the state is 
one of the strongest tenets of the developing democratic ideology, despite-or perhaps because 
of-the fact of the continuing strength of affiliation to the oikos. For despite the evident changes 
in ideology in fifth-century democracy, one of the most marked continuities of ethical norms is 
the belief in the need for the continuity of the oikos through both economic stability and the 
generational continuity of children.42 But even in the sphere of the family, an area of great 
traditionality and conservatism, the city makes inroads. Important tensions between the 
requirements of civic duties and the requirements of the oikos have been outlined by, for 
example, Humphreys and Finley-both of whom see tensions between the norms of public and 
private life.43 Fighting, leitourgia, jury duty, and the other appurtenances of direct democracy 
can all be seen as a possible challenge to the economic and generational continuity of the oikos. 
But I want here to focus rather on the way in which the city increasingly appropriates the 
vocabulary of the family. For the city 'nourishes'; the citizens are the 'children' of the laws; the 
city becomes a 'father', a 'mother'. The term 'father-land' is extended in its connotations. To 
attack one's city is like patricide, to reject the laws is to reject that which gave one life and 
upbringing.44 The emotionally and morally charged terminology of the family is appropriated 
in civic ideology to express the citizen's relations to the city and its laws, and this appropriation 
may be viewed as a product of the tensions between public and private felt in the (sometimes) 
competing claims of the democratic city and the more traditional oikos. 

This attitude to civic involvement influences, then, the attitude to childhood and in 
particular the attitude to the moment of transition from childhood to adulthood. The most 
important moment of this transition is almost certainly the dokimasia in which the child was 
recognized by the deme as a citizen and fit to be enrolled (eyypacqEreali) as a citizen. Common 
phrases like SoKtIa13EOait Eis av8pas, or av8pa yiyvEcraa, or &avpa ETvatl oKitVaao'0vai, or 
?E6Ae0TV SK rraiScov, or a&rraXaxTTEecOal EK rraiScov emphasize that this is not just a question of 
citizenship but also of being an avfip-or rather the notion of being a rroAiT1rS or 86rl6oTTrS 
implies becoming an avilp and stopping being a TraCs. To stop being a TraTS and start being an 
a&vip in fifth-century Athens means a radical change in role and responsibility, in that the 
immediate requirements and obligations of a citizen in a direct democracy devolve on a person 
when he changes EK -raiScov and becomes an 'av#lp. It is the status of ephebe that provides the 
notional and ritual separation between the two classes. 

39 Loraux L'invention 22-3 41 Loraux (n. 38) 28. 
40 Conveniently listed in Bradeen (n. 23) 147, with 42 See e.g. W. K. Lacey, The family in classical Greece 

references. There are also xenoi mentioned on some lists. (London I968); G. Glotz, La solidarite de lafamille dans le 
For the evidence, see Bradeen (n. 23) 149-51; for droit criminal en Grece (Paris I904). 
discussion see Loraux L'invention 33-5, who concludes 43 S. Humphreys, The family, women, and death 
(35); 'pour les astoi comme pour les etrangers les regles (London I983), especially 1-32; M. I. Finley, Economy 
d'inscription ont probablement varie au cours de and society in ancient Greece (London I98I) 77-94; see 
l'histoire athenienne: oscillant entre l'exclusivisme et also Dover (n. 32) 301-6. 
l'ouverture, entre une conception large et une concep- 44 A good example of this shift in vocabulary is to be 
tion etroite du statut d'Athenien.' found in Plato's Crito, especially 50c3 ff. 
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In the light of this necessarily somewhat impressionistic view of the sense of a self in fifth- 
century democratic Athens, it is interesting to look back to that ceremonial which is part of the 
opening of the tragic festival, the parade of young men in full military uniform, and to 
investigate how it relates to the norms of the civic discourse that I have been discussing. It is quite 
clearly a moment in which the full weight of civic ideology is felt. Here are the children of men 
who have died fighting for the city, now preparing to take their place in the hoplite-citizen body 
as men. The city has educated them, the city has taken the place of parents or family, the city has 
provided the armour in which they stand. Before the whole city in the theatre, the young men 
are paraded and the ties and obligations of city and individuals are proclaimed. Not only do the 
boys at the point of becoming men reaffirm their ties to the city but also these ties are constructed 
markedly in a military sense. The young men appear in full military dress, and the reason for 
their state education and upbringing is that their fathers died in war for the city. Moreover, in 
pointing out that the city has brought them up and paid for and directed their education, the 
involvement of the city in a traditional area of private concern is strongly marked. (Education is 
often thought of as a community matter, for sure, but not in terms of the effacement of the 
family's interests here enacted.) The fact that the festival of the Great Dionysia, a major civic 
occasion, is chosen for the moment of this expression of the city's relation to its young men 
endows it with considerable force. Childhood, the moment of leaving childhood and becoming 
a man, what it means to be a man, are all influenced by democratic polis ideology. The city's 
claim on the citizen as man affects the status of the child. 

What I hope to have shown so far is this: the four moments of ceremonial preceding the 
dramatic festival are all deeply involved with the city's sense of itself. The libations of the ten 
generals, the display of tribute, the announcement of the city's benefactors, the parade of state- 
educated boys, now men, in full military uniform, all stress the power of the polis, the duties of 
an individual to the polis. The festival of the Great Dionysia is in the full sense of the expression a 
civic occasion, a city festival. And it is an occasion to say something about the city, not only in 
the plays themselves. The Great Dionysia is a public occasion endowed with a special force of 
belief. This is fundamentally and essentially a festival of the democratic polis. 

After such preplay ceremonials, the performances of tragedy and comedy that follow could 
scarcely seem-at first sight-a more surprising institution (at least if one judges from modern 
examples of state occasions with a particularly strong nationalistic or patriotic ideology). For 
both tragedy and comedy in their transgressive force, in their particular depictions and uses of 
myth and language, time after time implicate the dominant ideology put forward in the preplay 
ceremonials in a far from straightforward manner; indeed, the tragic texts seem to question, 
examine and often subvert the language of the city's order. 

Before I turn to justify these generalizations with more detailed examples, I want to make 
clear certain things I am not claiming and certain ways in which I do not think that tragedy 
questions the city. First, I do not think that the polis is seriously questioned as the necessary basis 
of civilization. To be &wroAXi is regarded as a state beyond civilization, and Aristotle's 
expressions that the city is logically prior to individuals and family, or that man as an animal is 
essentially polis based, are enshrined in tragedy as well as in the prose writing of the fifth and 
fourth centuries.45 Second, I do not think Athens is seriously challenged as the home of that 
civilization of the polis. Not only is Athens the subject of several well-known passages of 
eulogistic writing-and the patriotism of plays such as the Persae has rarely been questioned by 
critics-but also recent research, particularly by Vidal-Naquet and Zeitlin, has begun to outline 
a sense of the differences in the conceptualization of the cities of Argos and Thebes and Athens in 
the tragic texts-a system of differences in which Athens seems positively constituted in 

45 See the remarks of Finley (n. 33) 122 iff, e.g. 125 nearly all of them would have accepted as premises, one 
'Not all Athenians held the same views and not all might say as axioms, that the good life was possible only 
Greeks were Athenians, but the evidence is decisive that in a polis.' 
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opposition particularly to the negative aspects of the tragic city of Thebes.46 It is important that 
the tragic narratives are most often set in cities other than Athens in times other than the present. 
Third, I am not seeking to make any contribution on the always vexed question of reading 
specific allusions to contemporary political debates in the tragic drama. When I write of 
questioning a dominant political ideology, I do not mean to imply a topic such as whether the 
Oresteia was written to comment on the zeugite admission to the archonship.47 Fourth, I do not 
want it thought that I am claiming to explicate the way all audience members responded at all 
times to the tragedies and comedies of the Great Dionysia. We cannot expect to know how an 
Athenian audience would react to any tragedy, and, more importantly, it is an intolerably naive 
idea to suppose that an audience of a drama has only a uniform, homogeneous collective identity 
or response, or that such a supposed collective response (however determined) should be the sole 
proper object of criticism. I am not suggesting that every member of an audience left the theatre 
deeply perplexed and reflecting on the nature of civic ideology-but the picture of an audience 
uniformly and solely interested in 'pleasure', 'entertainment', is equally banal. What I hope to 
describe here is a tension between the festival of drama as a civic institution and a reading of the 
texts of that institution. How different Athenians reconciled or conceived that tension is simply 
not known. 

With these provisos, I want now to investigate the sense of this tension between the texts of 
tragedy and the ideology of the city-which I shall approach first through a general example 
and second through two more specific cases. 

In the last twenty-five years much excellent work has been done on the nature of the 
Sophoclean hero. Knox's well-known description of this Sophoclean type has been taken up by 
Winnington-Ingram, who has carefully attempted to see how a figure like Ajax extends and 
perverts a Homeric model.48 Now it is not difficult to see that the Sophoclean hero, with fierce 
demands for his or her individualism, his or her commitment to his or her own needs and 
demands in the face of society or social pressure, is scarcely a figure who would sit easily in 
democratic ideology, and it is indeed relevant that figures like Ajax and Antigone are set in 
conflict with figures who use standard arguments with a contemporary ideological slant. 
Antigone is faced by a man who attempts-at least, at one level-to enforce the notion of the 
city having supreme claim on an individual's allegiance. Ajax, or rather the dead body of Ajax, is 
faced by trite arguments of Menelaus and Agamemnon who require acC^povetv as a political 
virtue in the form of obedience to the rulers of the state. It is also significant that both Creon and 
the Atreids descend to lower forms of argument and appeal under the pressure of their 
opposition's disobedience. The point is this: at one level, it might be neat and convenient to think 
of the Sophoclean depiction of heroes like Antigone or Ajax as moral tales that demonstrate the 
dangers of individualism. After all, both Ajax and Antigone die in less than glorious ways, and 
the actions of both lead to social upheaval and the disastrous violence of tragedy. This would 
imply that the tragedies offer a sort of reversal, common in the 'sacred time'49 of festivals: as, for 
example, men about to become warriors may be dressed as women; and ephebes are often 
described as reversing the values of the hoplite rank they are to join.50 But it is clearly not as 
simple as that. The problem of evaluating Ajax, particularly in comparison with the men who 

46 p. Vidal-Naquet, 'Oedipe entre deux cites', in Oresteia (Cambridge 1984) ch. 3. 
Mythe et tragedie deux (Paris I986); F. Zeitlin 'Thebes: 48 B. M. W. Knox, The heroic temper (Berkeley I964) 
theater of self and society in Athenian drama' in J. P. passim; R. I. Winnington-Ingram, Sophocles: an interpre- 
Euben (ed.), Greek tragedy and political theory (Berkeley tation (Cambridge I980) ii if, and especially, 304 ff. 
i986 102), who suggests that 'We look at Thebes as a And on Ajax specifically, see now P. E. Easterling, 'The 
topos in both senses of the word: as a designated place, a tragic Homer', BICS xxxi (I984) i-8. 
geographical locale, and figuratively, as a recurrent 49 A common notion in anthropology developed 
concept or formula, or what we call a "commonpla- from van Gennep (n. 30). See e.g. E. R. Leach, 'On time 
ce" . . . This . . . can also illuminate the ideological uses and false noses' in Rethinking anthropology (London 
of the theater in Athens as it portrays a city on stage I966). 
which is meant to be dramatically "other" than itself'. 50 See e.g. Vidal-Naquet (n. 2); Jeanmaire (n. 30); 

47 See S. Goldhill, Language, sexuality, narrative: the Brelich (n. 30); Calame (n. 30). 
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follow him, and the difficulty of evaluating Antigone and her actions have resulted in some of 
the most polarized and aggressively debated judgements in the criticism of tragedy. Sophocles 
himself was actively involved in the cult worship of the heroes-a religious phenomenon of 
growing importance in the fifth century. The question of the evaluation of Ajax both in his 
qualities as a warrior and in his behaviour as a man is problematic in Sophocles' play because the 
negative exemplum of Ajax is touched with a certain glory. It is an essential dynamic of 
Sophocles' tragedy that Ajax should seem both an outstanding hero and also unacceptable in 
society. The hero does not simply reverse the norms of what it means to fit into society but 
problematizes such integration. 

But this problematizing of the evaluation of Ajax is particularly interesting in terms of the 
tragic festival itself. For after the preplay ceremonials of civic display which express the role of 
man as warrior in civic terms, and the city's claims of allegiance and obligation on the individual, 
a tragedy like Ajax depicts a man who transgresses those qualities and those obligations, and 
achieves his greatness, his superhuman status, precisely by such transgression. Ajax acts in a 
manner which goes against all the tenets of contemporary democratic civic ideology, but this 
going-too-far leads him to a sort of awesomeness. Few today think of Sophocles as 'turning 
away in disgust from a degenerate world to enjoy the congenial company of heroes';51 in their 
tensions and paradoxes, his plays are marked by their genesis in the fifth-century Athenian polis. 
In particular, it is the way that Sophocles' plays echo against the developing civic ideology, so 
forcibly represented in the preplay ceremonials, which makes his dramas considerably more 
radical and questioning than the image of 'pious Sophocles' sometimes allows. Indeed, the 
Sophoclean hero is the paradoxical figure so well described by Knox and Winnington-Ingram 
particularly because of the interplay of such a figure with the dominant ideology of the city. It is 
the way in which the hero can find only an uneasy place in the city's order that makes 
problematic both the hero's status and the security of the civic discourse. 

This difficult status of the Sophoclean hero can be seen more precisely through an analysis of 
a key passage of Sophocles' Ajax where the hero speaks for the final time to Eurysaces, his son 
(545-82). In this speech which echoes the famous Homeric scene of Hector, Andromache and 
their son at the Scaean gates, Ajax turns to his child and expresses the values he expects his son to 
follow, and how he should use his father as a model. He asserts that if his son is truly of his father's 
blood he will not fear the sight of the slaughtered sheep: Tapp3lcaEi yap ouv, vEocapayi Trrou TOvSE 
'wpoaAsXEcracov (pvov, ElrEp SiKaicoS Ecrr' p6s Ta rcaTrp6Ov (545-7). It is necessary that 
Eurysaces learns to form his nature in the wild, savage, ways of his father: &AA' aiOTIK' coloTIs 
aOUTOV ?v vopaois TrrpOap 6 ET TcoAo6acv?Iv Ka'OpOio0Or'ai quO'iv (548-9). Indeed, the child 
should use his father as a model in everything but his fortune: co wrra, yEvoio TraTpos 
EUTVux-iaTEpos, T'a 5' a&A' 6poi6s (55so-). When his time comes, the child will have to show his 
birth and breeding (556 ff). Ajax further claims that he will ask Teucer to be the boy's guardian 
(56I-4) and asks the chorus too to look out for him (565-6) and make sure Teucer gets the 
message to have the boy sent to Telamon and Eriboia, his grandparents (507-9). As for weapons, 
Ajax leaves his son his shield, but announces that he will himself be buried with the rest of his 
armour (574-6). For sure, this scene raises the problem of Ajax as role model, the question of 
how to evaluate the hero. What sort of example does he provide for his son? The question is set 
up in this scene in terms of passing on from father to son of material and spiritual inheritance, 
and, in particular, in terms of military values. For sure, the echoes of the Homeric scene of 
Hector and Andromache do not merely mark the difference between Hector and Ajax, but also 
stress the values and attitudes of the world of epic in which tragedy is rooted but from which it is 
being permanently sundered.52 But these important elements in the construction of this scene 
must also be viewed in terms of the discourse of fifth-century Athens in which the play finds its 

51 
Winnington-Ingram (n. 48) 307. 52 See Goldhill (n. 3) ch. 6 for discussion and 

bibliography. 
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genesis. And the difference between Ajax's attitudes and the fifth-century democracy could 
hardly be better expressed than the juxtaposition of Ajax's admonitions to his child, Ajax's sense 
of military and social behaviour, Ajax's heroic extremism, and that preplay ceremonial of the 
orphans, state-educated and armed, professing their allegiance to the polis and taking their 
proper place in the hoplite rank. The inheritance Ajax hopes to leave and leaves stands in a 
significant tension with the fifth-century city's representation of his action and attitudes. 

Such a juxtaposition is not, of course, a dramatic juxtaposition in the normal sense of a 
grammar of theatrical practice: it is a juxtaposition of values that would be in play without any 
ceremonial preceding the drama. But the specific events in the theatre which mark so strongly 
the festival as a polis occasion bring into sharp and vivid highlight the contemporary world and 
values against which Ajax's depiction and indeed the whole tragedy resounds. The scene of Ajax 
with his child, juxtaposed to the preplay ceremony of the orphans in military uniform, 
significantly alters the way we look both at Sophocles' tragedy and at the notion of a child, at 
offering advice and a role model to a child. The context for understanding this scene goes beyond 
its instantiation in a performance in the theatre, beyond its interrelations with Homer. This scene 
cannot be fully appreciated or understood without realizing the complex interplay of its writing 
with the ideology of the fifth-century polis of Athens. 

A similar analysis could be applied to several Sophoclean heroes,53 but I wish to consider 
briefly here another example which further demonstrates the range and complexity of relations 
between the tragic texts and the civic ideology of the preplay ceremonials. In Philoctetes, the 
question of the integration of the hero into society is certainly raised, indeed it is essential to the 
play-in which Sophocles has made Lemnos deserted,54 Philoctetes bereft of all human contact, 
and Odysseus' plan a temptation for Philoctetes precisely to return to the civilised world. Critics 
have concentrated extensively on Philoctetes as a hero, on the tension between culture and 
wilderness in the play, and on the complex plotting which revolves around luring Philoctetes 
and his bow to Troy.55 But for my present purposes, it is on the figure of Neoptolemos that I 
wish to focus. For Neoptolemos is the orphaned son of a great military hero who had died nobly 
in war.56 He is also at the point of committing himself to the Trojan expedition-a young man 
about to take his place in the male military group. Moreover, from the beginning of the play 
Neoptolemos' attitudes and behaviour are being put to the test (50-I): 

'A)i aoos rralt, 86T c' ap' oTs i^Aiuas 
yEvvaTov eTval, ph p6ovov Trc cOaCTI .ar... 

In the dialogue which follows Odysseus' instructions, Neoptolemos questions whether he 
can adopt a policy of deceit and be 'noble'.57 He would prefer, he claims, to fail acting in a right 
way than to succeed by wrong doing (pouAopati 8', aval, KaXcoS/Spcov E'apapTavetv tia&AXov q( 
VIK&V KaKcoS (95). Surely, he asks (io5), it is disgraceful (acaXp6v) to lie? Even when the young 
man accepts Odysseus' instructions, it is with a recognition that he is about to compromise his 
values (I20): 

ITCo 1TomilaCo, wTrxaav ai(raxvvv aqeis. 

When Philoctetes realizes that Neoptolemos has deceived him-at the same time as 
Neoptolemos hesitatingly confesses his part in the deception (895 ff)-both Philoctetes and 

53 I have discussed in particular 0. T. and Antigone studies have appeared, Winnington-Ingram (n. 48) and 
in such terms in Goldhill (n. 3) chh. 4, 6, 8. C. P. Segal, Tragedy and civilization: an interpretation of 54 The scholia suggest it is only part of the island that Sophocles (Cambridge, Mass. 1981). 
is deserted-presumably to reconcile Sophocles' de- 56 Emphasized often-e.g. 336 aA&' EUyEvTjS pEV 6 
scription with Homeric and indeed contemporary KTvcov re xcb eavcbv. See P. W. Rose, HSCP lxxx 
Lemnos. Both Aeschylus and Euripides in their plays on (1976) 5o-I05, especially 97 n. 97. 
Philoctetes seem to have used choruses of Lemnians. 57 On the changing senses of yevvdaos in this play, 55 For a good critical survey, see P. E. Easterling ICS see H. C. Avery, Hermes xciii (I965) 289. 
iii (1978) 27-39. Since that article, two important 
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Neoptolemos himself refer to his 'true nature' ((pGion 902; Ev cravrTC yEvoV 950; cf. 971) as 

militating against the deceit. None the less, at first Neoptolemos rejects the possibility of 
returning the bow with an appeal to his duty (925-6): 

&AX' oUX oT6v TrE TrCOv yap EV -rXE1 KAUeiV 

rTO T' VIKoV PIi Kai TO rUio<pepOV TroIET. 

What is right (Ev6IKov) and what is expedient (C(jiqpepov) constrain Neoptolemos to listen to 
those in command (which is both a general point about obedience and a specific indication of 
whose instructions he is still following here). Obedience towards ol Ev TEAE1 is a standardly 
expressed requirement, of course, for the maintenance of the bonds of a democratic as well as a 
more hierarchical society. This value, however, along with the more pragmatic values espoused 
by Odysseus, is put at stake first by Neoptolemos' confession of pity (965-6) and anguished 
question opl o t i Spdaco (968), and then by the act of returning the bow. As he had previously 
claimed to be willing to fail (ScaicapTrveiv 94) nobly rather than to succeed basely, now he 
rejects his deception precisely as failure (Eilvaprov 1224; T-rV aIpapTiav/aioXpav apapTrcov 
1248-9); as he had previously feared being disgraceful (alipop6s), and claimed to do rTO EV6KOV, 
now he claims his actions have been both disgraceful and without right (1234): 

aitoXpcs yap aucTa KO 8siKI Aa3&Wv EXCw. 

At the moment of handing over the bow, however, Neoptolemos is forcibly reminded of 
what he had previously called his duty, as once again Odysseus enters at the decisive moment 
(I293-4):58 

eydb 8' &iravuS y', cbS OEoi auvwiopES, 
TrTE'p r' 'ATpEl65cv TOU0 TE CaVplrraVTOs cTparTOU. 

It is precisely his obligations to the Atreids, to the army at Troy, and indeed even to divine 
oracles on his part in the fall of Troy which Neoptolemos is rejecting in favour of a different set 
of values. Indeed, the young man is essentially prepared to desert from the army59 and return 
home with Philoctetes (despite some misgivings, 1403-4). His new found relation with the hero 
seems to outweigh what had before seemed to be his duty. Neoptolemos is turning his back on 
his part in the Trojan war as he prepares to leave the stage at I407. 'Neoptolemus 
cannot. . . both maintain his standard of honour and win martial glory'.60 

The appearance of the deus ex machina (or perhaps rather the heros ex machina), who redirects 
Philoctetes and Neoptolemos back towards Troy, has given rise to one of the most controversial 
debates in Sophoclean criticism. Herakles certainly resolves the tension between Neoptolemos' 
decision and the standard version of the fall of Troy. It is certainly a coup de theatre, a 'second 
ending', as it is often called, which must be read in the light of the 'first ending'. But what is 
implied by the re-establishment of the expected pattern of myth? Does it mean that 
Neoptolemos' adherence to a sense of honour and pity and his observation of the duties of his 
relation ofphilia with Philoctetes are to be rejected or transcended? If this is the gods reordering 
the passage of events, how does it relate to the human values implicated in the drama? Is 
Sophocles in a Euripidean manner cynically showing how his characters must sacrifice their true 
nature and best feelings to live out myths, or divine commands, that they inherit? Is this 
Sophocles questioning whether Philoctetes and Neoptolemos are right to have rejected the 
Trojan expedition? Perhaps one can conclude only that in the tension between the 'first' and 
'second' ending one can specify the constituent factors in the critical problem without necessarily 

58 Compare 974 where Odysseus enters to echo well as, say, Agamemnon's different plight in Aeschy- 
Neoptolemos' question Ti SpcZoEv, &v8pEs; with ca lus' Oresteia, where he asks wTTCs tTor6vavs yevcopat/ 
KKIatcrr &vSpc7v, Ti[ SOpCs; vuvpaXias &paap-rcv; Ag. 2 I2-3. 59 The threat of desertion recalls his father at Troy, as 60 Winnington-Ingram (n. 48) 298. 
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ever being sure of its resolution?61 As Winnington-Ingram concludes, 'It is unlikely that 
interpreters will ever agree about the precise tone of the play's close.'62 

But what of Neoptolemos in this ? The play has raised questions about his education (in a 
general sense),63 about how he should act in a specific difficult situation. But above all, it has set 
in tension, on the one hand, the possibility of his simply taking part in the Trojan expedition, 
simply obeying his leaders, simply adopting the course that will lead to military success, and, on 
the other hand, his conception of what is right, what is noble, what is the correct way to behave. 
It is the tension between these aspects that leads to the archetypical tragic question oipot -ri 
6pakcco. Vidal-Naquet has described Neoptolemos' decision as a rejection of collective civic 
values in favour of the values of the household: 'He chooses the values of the family as opposed to 
the city.'64 This decision, followed by its eventual reversal in favour of the expedition to Troy, is 
to be seen, argues Vidal-Naquet, as part of Neoptolemos' transition from the status ofephebe to 
the status of hoplite. While it is clear that the material Vidal-Naquet has collected on the 
conceptualization of the ephebe is extremely important and provides an interesting range of 
ideas against which to view this play in particular, it seems difficult to see Neoptolemos as 
conforming absolutely and completely to the pattern of initiation Vidal-Naquet has so well 
delineated. The values with which Neoptolemos is concerned are not merely the values of the 
family-one must also consider conflicting aspects of heroic duty with regard to fifth-century 
changing attitudes-and, as other critics have pointed out, the imagery of wildness and culture 
in the play does not conform simply to the clear pattern Vidal-Naquet requires.65 Perhaps most 
importantly, the use of the anthropological model can be thought to lead to an underestimation 
of the uncertainty of the double ending of the play, particularly with regard to Neoptolemos. 
This uncertainty can be clearly seen in the light of the preplay ceremonials. The herald at the 
parade of orphans proclaims the city's education and support of the boys, and the boys' future 
support of the city as hoplites and citizens. The requirement of commitment to the collective 
ethos of a fifth-century democratic military ideology is firmly established. The individual's 
involvement in such an ethos is unquestioningly asserted in the ritual. Yet Neoptolemos' 
involvement in the Philoctetes dramatizes a conflict between moral and social values and a 
commitment to the collective need of the Trojan expedition. Neoptolemos is put in the position 
of refusing his military role in order to maintain his notions of what is right. Neoptolemos' 
uncertainty and awareness of a conflict in his system of beliefs contrast strikingly with the opening 
ritual's assuredness. In the ephebic oath, the young Athenian promised to stand by his colleague 
wherever in the line he was stationed;66 Neoptolemos shows that it is not always clear what this 
might involve. One cannot see Neoptolemos, then, as offering either a straightforwardly 
positive exemplum in his nobility, or a straightforwardly negative exemplum in his willingness 
to desert the army and his role in the fall of Troy. Herakles' commands to Philoctetes at the close 
of the drama may be thought to reconcile the development of Sophocles' plot with the 
expectations of myth but do not resolve the tension that led to Neoptolemos' anguished question 
as to what he should do. Both the basis and the evalution of Neoptolemos' decision remain 
problematic (even if the deus ex machina removes the need for Neoptolemos to follow through 
the implications of his choice). The text of Philoctetes seems to question, then, and set at risk the 
direct assertion of ideology that the preplay ceremonials seem to proclaim. As with Ajax, the 

61 Each of these positions has been adopted. For a 64 Vernant and Vidal-Naquet (n. i) I85-6. See also 
survey see Easterling (n. 55). Vidal-Naquet (n. 2) I25-207. 

62 Winnington-Ingram (n. 48) 301. C. Gill, G&R 65 See Segal (n. 55) 292-361; Winnington-Ingram 
xxvii (I980) I37-45 and K. Mathiessen, Wurz.Jahr. vii (n. 48) 301 and BICS xxvi (979) io-ii; Easterling (n. 
(198I) 11-26, both have interesting comments particu- 55) 36-9; and the highly polemical V. di Benedetto, 
larly on the sense of reintegration of Philoctetes as hero Belfagor xxxiii (1978) 191-207. 
and man, but both underestimate the problematic 66 oOi6 Aeico ' TV rwapau , u ) &v rou av crToxlaco. 
nature of Neoptolemos' dilemma for the ending of the On the date of the ephebeia and the ephebic oath, see 
play. below 74-75. 

63 See Rose (n. 56) passim. 
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relation between the ritual of the festival and the drama is complex. Rather than the negative 
exemplum, a reversal of the norm, we see the far more unsettling process of an investigation of a 
possible conflict in the system of belief that is instantiated in the preplay ceremonials. 
Neoptolemos does not merely represent or reflect a fifth-century Athenian notion of the ephebe, 
but raises questions about it. 

I have focused here on two plays that can be directly related to the fourth of the ceremonials I 
discussed earlier. There are, of course, numerous other examples of varying complexity that 
could be investigated. For as much as the parade of orphans before the city is part of a system of 
belief, so numerous other scenes or themes or conflicts of the tragic texts can be properly 
appreciated only in terms of the pervasive power of this civic discourse (so much in evidence in 
the preplay ceremonials). Again and again, for example, as has been discussed by critics from 
Hegel onwards, tragedy dramatizes conflicting obligations of household and state-especially 
emphasized, for example, in the Septem, the Antigone or the Oedipus Tyrannus.67 The 
hierarchical order of family and state is depicted in tragedy as a locus of tension and conflict- 
tension and conflict between members of the same family and between the duties of civic and 
familial roles. Again and again, as has been the subject of numerous important studies, tragedy 
investigates and undercuts the secure meanings of key words in the discourse of social order- 
coxxppovEiv, caoq6S, 6iKIr, KpaCros etc.-and depicts tensions and ambiguities in their sense and 
usage.68 Again and again, tragedy portrays the dissolution and collapse of social order, portrays 
man reaching beyond the bounds and norms of social behaviour, portrays a universe of conflict, 
aggression, impasse. In part, it must be in the relation between the proclamation of civic ties, 
duties and obligations in the civic festival of the Great Dionysia and the questioning, challenging 
plays produced in the festival that an understanding of the tragic moment69 will lie. 

Rather than simply reflecting the cultural values of a fifth-century audience, then, rather 
than offering simple didactic messages from the city's poets to the citizens, tragedy seems 
deliberately to problematize, to make difficult the assumption of the values of the civic discourse. 
And it is precisely this unsettling force of the tragic texts that make certain critics' assertions of 
the necessarily simple, clear and straightforward nature of texts for performance quite so 
insufficient. Indeed, it would seem more appropriate to claim that it is exactly the refusal to 
accept the simple, clear and straightforward that constitutes the extraordinary force of the tragic 
dramas of Athens. 

This discussion of the nature of the questioning of civic language and ideals in the tragic 
theatre could certainly be extended and treated in greater detail; but I wish to conclude this 
article by looking briefly at the question of the ephebeia, which I have mentioned with regard to 
Philoctetes. I want here merely to make some general observations. The first is this: it is clear that 
a great many of our extant plays are explicitly concerned with young men at the key times of 
taking up a role as a man in society-all the Orestes plays, Philoctetes, Bacchae, Hippolytus 
immediately spring to mind. Vidal-Naquet, Zeitlin and Segal have each written studies in which 
the connections between those dramas and the institution of the ephebeia are drawn out- 
particularly the significance of the imagery of hunting and warfare, and also the elements of 
ritual reversal in the ephebeia that are paralleled in many initiation rituals around the world.70 
One of the most common criticisms brought against this work is the lack of evidence for the 
institution of the ephebeia in the fifth century, although it may be assumed that the oath of the 

67 A vast bibliography could be given; see e.g. on 'Language'; on Euripides, see on e.g. Hippolytus for 
Septem, Zeitlin (n. 3); on Antigone, see Segal (n. 55) 152- discussion and bibliography Goldhill (n. 3) ch. 5. 
206; V. Rosivach, ICS iv (1979) 16-36; J. Hogan, 69 'Tragic moment' is Vernant's phrase; see Vernant 
Arethusa v (1972) 93-100; on the Oedipus Tyrannus, see and Vidal-Naquet (n. i) chh. 1-3. 
Segal (n. 55) 207-48. 70 Vidal-Naquet (n. 2) passim; F. Zeitlin, Arethusa xi 

68 A vast bibliography could be given. In general, see (1978) 149-84; C. Segal, Dionysiac poetics and Euripides' 
Vernant and Vidal-Naquet (n. i) chapters I-3; on Bacchae (Princeton I982) 158-214. See also Goldhill (n. 
Aeschylus, see Goldhill (n. 47); Zeitlin (n. 3); on 47) 193-5. 
Sophocles, see Segal (n. 55) 52-9, and his index under 
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ephebes goes back into the fifth century.71 It may be worth pointing out that the existence of the 
oath at an early stage, the treatment of the orphan ephebes in the theatre in the fifth century, and 
the key role played by ephebes in the tragic festival at a later date, may indicate a certain 
connection between tragedy and males at the age of manhood (in terms of adoption and 
definition of a social role), even if there is no formal institution of the ephebeia at the time of fifth- 
century tragedy-a fact in itself neither finally proven or disproven yet.72 I do not wish to 
revive Mathieu's thesis that the ceremony of the orphans at the Great Dionysia is actually the 
institutional origin of the ephebeia,73 but I do stress the connection between tragedy as a didactic 
and a questioning medium and the affirmation of the duties and obligations of a citizen. As 
Mathieu comments, the ephebic oath is a civic oath, concerned fundamentally with expressing 
and upholding the tenets of 8rlToKpaTria74-and, as Reinmuth comments on the ephebeia at a 
later date: 'Every opportunity was taken to foster their [the ephebes'] civic consciousness.'75 In 
other words, any suggested relations between the institution of tragedy and the institution of the 
ephebeia itself must be too delimited a tool to outline the complex relations between tragedy, its 
attitude to past and present values, and the transgressions enacted on stage, but it is important to 
keep in mind the connections between times of transition, particularly transition into adulthood, 
and the educative role of poetry, and the complex, often paradoxical examples offered by the 
staging of myth in the tragic festival.76 Thejuxtaposition of the young men affirming their civic 
duties and affiliations in the theatre and the young Orestes, forced to lie, deceive and kill his 
mother, and yet to be vindicated, seems to me to be of some importance to the way we think of 
the Athenians conceptualizing the move from childhood to adulthood and the role of the moral 
exempla of myth. 

To conclude: I outlined first some moments of ceremonial from the days of the drama 
festival. These I showed were indicative of the festival's production in the democratic polis. In 
particular, these ceremonials were concerned with the relations of an individual to the city, his 
ties and obligations, and how these were expressed in terms of military involvement and the 
recognition of the man's duty as soldier in the city, which affects the view of youth as youth-his 
place in society. But the tragedies and comedies which follow-both tragedy and comedy may 
be described as 'genres of transgression'-constitute in some important senses a questioning of 
the terms of that civic discourse. Tragedy again and again is concerned with competing 
obligations of household and state. Tragedy again and again focuses on young men whose 
behaviour in society puts society at risk. Tragedy again and again takes key terms of the 
normative and evaluative vocabulary of the civic discourse, and depicts conflicts and ambiguities 
in their meanings and use. 

How does this relate to Dionysus, the god in whose name the festival takes place? The 
Athenians had an expression 'Nothing to do with Dionysus'. Were they right to apply it to the 
City Dionysia? Dionysus is the divine figure of the ancient world most studied in the modern 

71 See P. Siewart,JHS lxxxxvii (I977) I02-1 ; H. Y. armour). 
McCulloch and H. D. Cameron, ICS v (I980) 1-14. 74 Mathieu (n. 73) 313. Wilamowitz, who admit- 

72 See 0. Reinmuth, The Ephebic inscriptions of the tedly did not have the inscriptional evidence now 
fourth century BC (Leiden 1971); Pelekedis (n. 14), available , is nonetheless importantly mistaken particu- 
especially 7-17. larly when he argues that the ephebeia could not be a 

73 G. Mathieu, 'Remarques sur l'ephebie attique' in fifth-century phenomenon because of its 'anti-democra- 
Melanges Desrousseux (Paris 1937) 3ii-i8. Mathieu had tic' nature (Aristoteles und Athen i [Berlin i8931 191, 
been anticipated by A. A. Bryant, HSCPxviii (i907) 87 I93-4). Wilamowitz is criticized by Pelekedis (n. I4) and n. 4. It is important that this ceremonial constitutes 8-14. 
for the orphans the conclusion of ephebic status, as they 75 0. Reinmuth, The foreigners in the Athenian 
now take their place in the hoplite rank. Their Ephebeia (Nebraska I929) 6. 
assumption of full armour, therefore, is a significant 76 For an attempt to show how closely linked 
gesture in marking this conclusion, since the ephebe is tragedy and ephebes may be, see nowJ.J. Winkler, 'The 
conceived of as lightly armed specifically in contrast ephebes' song: tragoida and polis', Representations xi 
with the panoply of the hoplite. In the theatre, they (I985) 26-62. 
appear as ov5pES -wroATra for the first time (in full 
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age.77 Henrichs in his recent sober study of the god and his interpreters begins by outlining four 
main areas of influence for the god, namely, wine and vitality, ritual madness, the mask and 
theatre, a happy afterlife.78 But he quickly begins to qualify and redefine these areas ('god of 
wine and vitality' [205] becomes 'god of wine and escape from every day reality' [209]), and he 
finally writes 'Virtually everybody who has an informed opinion on the subject seems to 
concede that a balanced and unified view of Dionysus and his place in history is not only difficult 
to achieve but is essentially incompatible with the complexity of the god and with his disparate 
manifestations ... Dionysus defies definition' (209). Henrichs goes on to suggest, however, that 
perhaps the most profitable way for analysis is opened by Otto, who 'summed up Dionysus as a 
god of paradox' (234). This view finds an echo in Daraki's recent study. She writes: 'Toutes ces 
jonctions d'opposes repetent sur divers registres ce qui deja s'annonqait dans l'identite 
contradictoire du dieu mortel'; and ' "Dionysos" est une autrefa(on de penser'.79 So, too, Segal 
writes that 'Dionysus operates as the principle that destroys differences',80 and he has attempted 
at length to describe 'the multiple inversions and contradictions of Dionysus'81 in the Bacchae in 
particular. Along with the illusions and transgressions of the theatrical experience, along with 
the release ofmaenadic ecstasy or wine, Dionysus' sphere would seem to encompass precisely the 
sense of paradox and reversal I have been describing in the relations between the preplay 
ceremonials and the plays in the City Dionysia. It is the interplay between norm and transgression 
enacted in the tragic festival that makes it a Dionysiac occasion. 

The special circumstances of the City Dionysia festival bring the special license of comedy, 
with its obscenity and lampoons, and the special license of tragedy, with its images of society 
collapsing. The two faces of Dionysus form the one festival. The tensions and ambiguities that 
tragedy and comedy differently set in motion, the tensions and ambiguities that arise from the 
transition from tragedy to comedy, all fall under the aegis of the one god, the divinity associated 
with illusion and change, paradox and ambiguity, release and transgression. Unlike the displays 
of civic rhetoric we have seen in such set pieces as Pericles' Funeral Speech or in Demosthenes' 
political rhetoric, the Great Dionysia, Dionysus' festival for the city, offers a full range of 
Dionysiac transgression, from the intellectually and emotionally powerful and dangerous 
tragedy, through ironic and subtle questioning, to the obscene, scatalogical, uproarious comedy. 
The drama festival, plays and ceremonials together, offers not just the power and profundity of a 
great dramatic literature but also the extraordinary process of the developing city putting its 
developing language and structure of thought at risk under the sway of the smiling and 
dangerous Dionysus. 

Tragedy must be understood, then, in terms of the festival of which it is a constituent part 
and the silence of critics on the preplay ceremonials is indicative of a general unwillingness to 
consider both the extended context of the tragic texts and the particular difficulties involved in 
reading this literature of transgression and impasse. The tragic festival may at first sight seem to 
have little to do with our expectations of the Dionysiac religion under whose name it takes place. 
But in the interplay of norm and transgression enacted in the festival which both lauds the polis 
and depicts the stresses and tensions of a polis society in conflict, the great Dionysia seems to me 
an essentially Dionysiac event.82 

SIMON GOLDHILL 

King's College, Cambridge 

77 For an interesting survey and bibliography, see A. 82 A draft of this paper was first written for a seminar 
Henrichs, HSCP lxxxviii (I984) 205-40. at Corpus Christi College, Oxford. Thanks are due for 

78 Henrichs (n. 77). See also J. N. Bremmer, ZPE lv the invitation, and to all who offered generous and 
(1984) 267-86; A. Henrichs, HSCPlxxxii (1978) 14-65; helpful comments, especially E. Bowie, A. Bowie, C. 
and most recently M. Daraki, Dionysos (Paris I985). Sourvinou-lnwood, and 0. Taplin. Thanks, too, to J. 

79 Daraki (n. 78) 28; 232. Henderson and R. Osborne with whom I discussed and 
80 Segal (n. 70) 234. improved this paper, to Mrs P. E. Easterling, and to the 
81 Segal (n. 70) 266. editor and readers ofJHS for comments. 
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